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that interview in which he was going to be given the 

weapon to kill me and that was published by the Senate 

Committee. He never made reference to that. That person 

is alive because I had to request some leniency. I mean, 

because his crime was very serious. It was a tremendous 

betrayal. It was treason, and at that time to participate 

in such an action was very severely sanctioned. And, 

following a tradition with individuals that had partici-

pated in the revolution, whenever it has been possible 

to prevent drastic measures, we have done so. This 

gentleman had been a revolutionary leader. He had been 

a good revolutionary fighter, and the public opinion 

was very irritated about it. His crime was really very 

serious. I wrote a letter to the Cuban Tribunal morally 

condemning him (but asking for leniency). I did it for 

the public opinion....That is Cubela's case. We learned 

that later when the Senate Committee Report appeared. 

But, all these elements made us think about the advisability 

of organizing some investigation on our account. We had 

hoped that being in contact with your Committee could 

give us some elements of judgment for our own informa-

tion. But, as far as I know, you don't contribute 

many elements of judgment because -- as I have been told --

you cannot make use of most of the information you possess. 
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I have been told that one of our hopes was to receive 

some information. We are giving as much information as 

we have and we are receiving nothing. 

Stokes: One thing I would like to say and I think you ought 

to know is that many Americans are ashamed of the CIA 

and the degrading attempts that they've made on your life. 

And, that's something that disturbs many, many decent 

Americans and I think you ought to know that. 

Mr. President, with your permission I'd like to defer 

to my other colleagues, if they have any questions, if 

that is agreeable to you. 

Castro: Yes, please. 

Stokes: Mr. Preyer? 

Preyer: Mr. President, you mentioned that you believe that you 

could transfer power of chains of government without 

killing the head of the government. That is the tradition 

of our country also. I speak personally and not for our 

government, but I join Chairman Stokes in saying that 

when I read about AMLASH, Cubela and the Church Committee 

reports I was shocked and outraged. I am confident that 

is the overwhelming reaction of the American people. 

I am convinced that the President did not know about 

that; the head of the CIA, John McCone, did not know of 

that; or our other high officials; and that this was 

an aberration of a small group and that it would have 
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normal life. We have taken many measures in all these 

years preventing attempts with different kinds of ex-

plosives and weapons, attempts with poison, and actually 

we are not saying all. I will tell you something. I 

would even say that I underestimated the CIA somewhat 

because I thought them capable of many things, but when 

I read the Senate Committee Report, I confess that I had 

not thought so much. Because, all that from bacterias, 

viruses, poisons, a shell with explosives, I don't know 

how many tremendous things. But it was not only that. 

I want you to know that if we would have been careless, 

they would have brought a microphone and put it over 

there in one of the ashtrays and one mike over there 

in that seat and everything. There were not only sub-

versive activities, but also espionage. There were many 

activities related to espionage. I remember that 

around the day in which the sabotage against our plane 

took place, the CIA asked in a question, to one of 

their agents here, whether I was going to travel to 

Africa, whether he could find out what place I was 

going to visit, what means of transportation I was 

going to use, I mean, a whole set of investigation 

which was not political, but rather that could be used 

for anything else. Now, going back to this topic, 

one of the things I've gone into recently with.some 

people, is why Cuba - it was really something inconceiv-

able - could have the idea of killing the President? 
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cause he testified before the Senate Intelligence Com-

mittee. As / indicated to some of the members of your 

staff, Mr. Giancana was responsible for the death of 

hundreds of people in Chicago, and the remarkable 

thing is not that he died then, but that he had not 

been killed much earlier. 

Stokes: The last gentleman here, Mr. President, is Gary 

Cornwell. Gary is the Deputy Chief Counsel for the 

Kennedy Subcommittee and he would have direct respon-

sibility in terms of the final work product related 

to the Kennedy investigation. I separate out the 

Kennedy assassination because as you know we are in-

vestigating also the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther. 

King. Two murder investigations are going at the same time. 

Castro: The five million dollars is for both? 

Blakey: You ought to also know, Mr. President, that this is 

L11= bLayel- aLt.L11JuL.a.11.: 	thu Committee itself. 	In 

fact, the United States Senate, particularly the people 

who were responsible for the Church Committee investi-

gation, have been helping this Committee. The Federal 

Bureau of Investigation has a relatively large staff 

devoted to getting their files made available to us. 

We have actually received cooperation from the Central 

Intelligence Agency. Some members of the staff would 

say not as fast and as full as we might like, but the 

final report is not in. The police departments in Dallas 


